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**Reshaping Engineering Learning from a Social Design Perspective**

Engineering disciplines are diverse in terms of their science, materials, scales and applications. However, it is commonly accepted that engineering learning involves theories, calculation, practices and design, for example. However, efforts to bridge the gap between skills building and applying them to the real world have been challenging for the engineering educators. The speaker proposes reshaping the engineering learning through designing a social world in engineering schools for spontaneous development of technical competence and understanding of the real world problems. People, interactions and materials are some of the main entities in a social world. Many ways have been put forward by engineering educators around the globe and implemented. Such as, carefully created space can facilitate more discussions and team works. Community based engineering projects encourage students to learn skills in accessing the needs from the citizens and design for the society. New engineering curriculums incorporate real world issues such as engineering ethics and effective communication into traditional courses. Engineering educator can adapt the social design concepts to reshape the social world in their teaching circumstance instead of focusing on individual pedagogical strategies.